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Abstract:
During the past couple of decades extensive research has been conducted in
renewable energy hybrid systems. As a result, wind solar hybrid energy systems have become more
popular and limelight of sustainable energy research. At present, the technology in this area has been
developing very rapidly in the manufacturing sector producing new equipment with many patent
rights. The main aim of this review paper is to re-examine the application of control systems used in
hybrid energy systems and opportunities for further research identified.
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1.

Introduction

centuries, biomass (wood) provided us with
heating and cooking for our homes while steam
engines, hydro plants and wind mills provided
us the power for our industries and daily
requirements as in [3],[4]. As at today, the
technology in this area has been developing
specially in the manufacturing sector producing
new equipment with many patent rights. These
technologies include power generation from
wind turbines (WT), on-shore and off-shore
wind farms, the evolution of the current
electrical
grid,
using
new technology to
optimize the conservation and delivery of
power
(Smart
Grid
and
Smart
metering)[5],[6],[7],[8],[9]. In microelectronic
manufacturing sector the introduction of multijunction solar photovoltaic (PV) cells has
increased the efficiency of solar arrays from
20% to 43.5% [2]. Though, the intermittency is a
problem
for
wind,
wave and solar
power;marine current energy has become one
of the most exciting emerging forms of
renewable energy. Unlike many other forms of
renewable energy, marine currents produce
consistent source of kinetic energy caused by
regular tidal cycles influenced by the phases of
the moon [10].

Adequate and affordable energy supply is a key
for global development and reduction in
poverty. Energy supply through the national
grid in a form of electricity has been a major
factor to decide one’s quality of life. Noticeably,
this requirement was made by consuming more
depleting sources of fossil fuels. In return it
caused not only the shortage of coal, oil,
minerals and other energy resources, but also
polluting the environment. The consequences
are the gradual increase in global temperature
annually in an alarming rate with a huge
impact and danger to the livelihood of humans
and animals on the planet [1].
The aim of this paper is to review and examine
the current control systems and their future
developments mainly in standalone hybrid
energy systems (HES). Section-2 highlights the
general overview of renewable energy and the
structure of multi-energy hybrid power supply
systems. The application of control systems,
software packages and the optimization
algorithms used in designs has been discussed
under section-3. The section-4 briefly reexamines the application of control systems
used in HES for research purposes. The
conclusion is given in section- 5. Expansion of
the market, future trends and grand challenges
are given in section-6.

2.

Island of Sri Lanka which is surrounded by the
Indian Ocean can be blessed by tapping more
and more renewable energy resources from
offshore wind farms and from tidal farms. It is
encouraging to note that these projects were
initialised way back in 1999 with the
installation of first wind turbine in
Hambantota. According to the wind study
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Renewable Energy (RE) has always been in
forefront and it is accepted that technological
advancement in this area would expand for the
implementation of the carbon footprint [2]. For
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conducted by the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL), USA, the estimated wind
power energy that could be tapped is around
20,740 MWs [11].

systems together. However, when both sources
cannot provide sufficient power when the
demand is high, alternative back up sources
like battery storage systems or capacitor banks
provide energy for shorter durations until the
wind and solar systems come back to normal
operating conditions. Fig.1, shows a block
diagram of a generic hybrid power supply
system with a battery backup system.

Apparently these figures are
only for the
inshore wind farms around the specific coastal
belts. Hence, the real figures could be very
much higher than that of the NREL, US figures.
According to the Ceylon Electricity Board and
the Renewable Energy Authority websites from
Sri Lanka, there are no offshore large scale
wind farms and they are yet to be constructed.
The largest inshore wind farm is at
Seguwantivu, in Puttlam district managed by
Seguwantivu and Vidatamunai (Pvt.)Ltd. These
wind farms have 25 wind turbines in total and
with a total capacity of 800KW. They
generate 20MW to the National Electricity Grid
[12]. Penetration of the electricity supply from
these WTs to the grid faces number of
challenges; in particular, to ensure the power
balance, security of safe maintenance, computer
based remote control and automation systems
development, in addition to reactive power,
frequency, voltage variation, harmonics and
phase lock loop control (PLL) [5],[7],[8],[9].
In addition to the wind turbine generators,
discussed above, hybrid fuel cell (FC) motor
vehicles have added a new dimension to the
transportation industry in general. In future
instead of gasoline refill stations commuters
will have to turn to the hydrogen filling stations
or none as hydrogen is produced by the inbuilt
hybrid fuel cell–electrolyser units.

Figure 2 -Block diagram of a multi-energy hybrid
power supply system

The block diagram shown in Fig. 2. is a multienergy hybrid power supply system that can be
used to supply electricity to household
customers as a standalone system. (UC:
Ultracapacitor bank, FC: Fuel cells, WT: Wind
turbine, Solar-PV: Solar photovoltaic)
The economic conditions and the availability of
power sources can decide the topology and the
number of power sources to be combined [13].
Excess power from the system can be fed into
the grid for distribution or can be used to
produce hydrogen gas for storage by using the
electrolyser if proton exchange membrane fuel
cells (PEMFC) are used in the plant[14].
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3.

Control Systems in Hybrid
Energy Systems

Battery

Various control systems have been developed
and presented by many researchers to use in
hybrid energy systems (HES). Among them, as
solar PV systems are occupying a large area
due to low efficiency(16-20%) [2], cost
optimization with suitable maximum power
point tracking(MPPT) systems have been
utilised. Most researchers used the Perturb and

AC Load

Figure 1 -Block diagram of a generic hybrid
power supply system

Due to complementary nature of wind and
solar energy it is now customary to use both
ENGINEER
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Observe (P&O) algorithm, Genetic Algorithm
(GA) and Particle SwarmOptimization (PSO)
algorithms for maximum photo voltaic power
tracking (e.g.: pl. see: [15],[20]). Fuzzy logic(FL)
and fuzzy based algorithms were used in
[21],[22],[23],[24] and [25] for MPPT from solar
PV arrays and to calculate the optimum wind
turbine coefficient for maximum power output.
However, control systems to tackle the variable
nature of the wind energy, active and reactive
power control, voltage variation, harmonics,
frequency control are still being under
investigation by researchers with the intention
of succeeding low cost, maintenance free,
frictionless drives as they have to be operated at
very high altitudes and remote off-shore
locations[8].
Proportional integral (PI) and proportional
integral and derivative (PID) controllers have
been used extensively by many researchers to
control hybrid systems. Kabalci, E.;[15]
proposed a system to use either a PI controller
or an extended PI controller with an auxiliary
controller programmed with the Perturb and
Observe(P&O) optimization algorithm. The
output capacity of the wind turbine used in
their system for modeling was 2KW permanent
magnet synchronous generator(PMSG).PMSG
was preferred as it does not require brushes or
commutators and it does not have the problem
of cogging torque and robustness. Doubly fed
induction generators (DFIG) are normally used
for higher capacities (Mega Watt range)[9].
These
wind
turbines
are
designed
aerodynamically to suit variable wind speeds to
achieve optimum efficiency by tracking the
optimum tip-speed ratio. Therefore, the
generator’s rotor must be able to operate at a
variable rotational speed. The DFIG system
therefore operates in both sub- and supersynchronous modes with a rotor speed range
around the synchronous speed. The stator
circuit is directly connected to the grid while
the rotor winding is connected via slip-rings to
a three-phase converter. For variable-speed
systems where the speed range requirements
are small, for example ±30% of synchronous
speed, the DFIG offers adequate performance
and is sufficient for the speed range required to
exploit typical wind resources[9].
The MPPT system proposed by Kabalci, E.
[15]was programmed by using P&O algorithm
to extract energy from 170W solar PV panels.
Energy from the wind turbine through the
PMSG was sent to the AC-DC conversion with
an uncontrolled full-bridge rectifier. Converter
outputs were then fed into a bus bar through an
interface to transform into the three phase

power supply. The system monitored the
harmonics produced[15].
Chen etal.[16] used a PID controller to control
the gas demand (hydrogen and air) to the fuel
cell (FC) hybrid system. A novel control
strategy was introduced by Haruni et al.[17] to
control a hybrid system comprised with WT,
rectifier,
battery
storage
(BS)
system,
electrolyser, FC, load side inverter, voltage and
frequency regulator. Same researchers then
developed a standalone hybrid power system
by using Solar-PV/FC/UC with a new power
controller [18]. Uzunoglu’s [19] system mainly
relying on solar-PV array which feeds
electricity to the electrolyser to produce
hydrogen to store for future storage and also
transfers electricity to the load. When the PV
system cannot meet the load demand, FC
system supplied electricity as a backup system.
When FC also cannot completely satisfy the
demand then the UC bank provided the
electricity to the load. The key feature of the
system was to introduce a MPPT system to
extract optimum power from the solar-PV array
by using the curve fitting technique algorithm
in Matlab. The pulse width of the switching
signal was determined using reference and
measured voltage to represent the characteristic
of the solar cell exponential equation. Then the
pulse width command and the carrier signal
were compared to obtain the switching of PWM
signals. Other key feature of the research was
that a main controller was used to control SolarPV, hydrogen storage tank pressure, UC and
the load.
Optimization study was carried out by Laidi,
etal. [26] using a hybrid energy controller
supplied by Torjan Battery company. The
difference between this research and the [19] is
that Laidi et al.[26] used Multi Objective
Evolutionary Algorithm and the GA to find the
best
combination
of
components
for
optimization. Khan et al.[27] used two PID
controllers to control the hydrogen and oxygen
flow to the proton exchange membrane fuel cell
(PEMFC). In addition, Khan et al. [27]
presented the Laplace domain transfer
functions to model the UC bank and wind
turbine dynamics which is convenient to
implement as a dynamic model in Simulink
with the PID controllers.
Laplace domain dynamic transfer function for
UC(eq.1.) is given below:(Khan et al. [27])
Vucap
s  1 / RC C

….(1)
Vstack s(1  RS / RC )  1 / RC C
3
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The symbol C is the capacitance and the RC, and
RS were defined as the series resistance and the
stray resistance, Vucap and Vstack are the input
and output voltages of the UC system.
Weijun et al.[28] designed a dual closed loop
control method to track the wind energy
changes and stabilize the system. Inverter
control system in this research acts as a main
controller for the WT/Solar-PV and the BS
system. Bhattacharya et al. [29], presented a
hybrid power system consisting of WT and
Solar-PV panels. The system used a central
controller and the simulation results were used
to validate the use of three solar panels.
Jitendraet al.[30] presented a paper on
modeling and simulation of Wind/Solar-PV
hybrid system using Simulink. Modeling
involved the voltage and frequency variation
control, number of household connections and
their power usage. Wang etal. [14] presented a
research paper on WT/Solar-PV/FC system
incorporating a MPPT controller for the SolarPV system, pitch angle controller and a power
controller for the WTG. Ciobotaru et al. [26]
presented a Solar-PV inverter control system
which was programmed and tested by
usingdSPACE software package. Also, Cibotaru
et al.[26] included a MPPT system in addition
to the Phase-Locked-Loop (PLL) DC voltage
controller and a current controller. Fuzzy based
P&O algorithm was used by Sankaganesh et al.
[33] for MPPT of the solar-PV system.
Standalone WT/Solar-PV hybrid system was
presented by using HOMER software in the
paper presented by Badawe et al.[33]. FuzzyPID controller to control a WT/solar-PV hybrid
power system was presented by Fengge, et al.
[34]. Fuzzy intelligent controller in[34] was
used for the switching purposes and for charge
control in the battery storage system. PID
controller was used to control the pulse width
modulation. Since, the control system presented
by Fengge et al. [34]has a feedback loop for
battery charging and state of charge(SOC)
estimation, Fengge’s controller is more
preferable to use than, the Wang’s [14]
controller though it has a fuel cell back up
system.

review at the time of writing. Baghaee et al.[35]
published a research paper on designing a
novel multi-objective optimization algorithm to
minimize the objective functions. As the
research was more directed towards cost
optimization it will be discussed in a different
article.
Fuzzy logic controller was
implemented by Mohammad et al. [36] by
using HOMER software. Fuzzy logic controller
directs the excess power of the hybrid system to
BS system and then to the electrolyser for
producing hydrogen gas for storage. Cost
optimization, analysis, energy management,
reliability studies were carried out by
researchers in [24],[37],[38], [39],[40], [41], [42],
[43],[44],[45],[46],[47],[48],[49],[50],[51],[52],[53]
etc. will not be discussed in detail as this paper
highlights the control system applications to the
stand alone HES. Eshita et al. [54]presented a
multilevel inverter control system, diode
rectifier and boost regulators to control the
rotor three phase connection from the DFIG
while the stator is directly connected to the
grid. Inverter controller with a 3-level neutral
point clamped (NPC) with 4 switches, antiparallel diodes and 2-diodes per phase were
used to extract the maximum power from the
WT. The system recorded low harmonics.
….(2)
Imp= 0.9ISC
When many researchers used the Perturb and
Observe (P&O) algorithm, Genetic Algorithm
(GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
algorithms for maximum photovoltaic power
tracking [15],[20], Eshita at al. [54] used
equation (2) to compare theImp, panel output
current at maximum power point and ISC, short
circuit current of PV panel (pl. see [54] for more
details).
Sukamongkol, et al.[55] presented a battery
charge controller to observe the SOC.
Comprehensive review covering the areas of
hybrid energy systems configuration, unit
sizing, bus connection, control and energy
management, future trend and challenges were
given in the review paper presented by [56].
Other review papers presented were [57],
[58],[59], [60],[61]. The review paper presented
by Nema, P., et al. [60] was more descriptive in
the areas of unit sizing, optimization and
mathematical modeling, while in [61] cost
optimizing, modeling and system selection was
reviewed. Review paper submitted by [59] was
focussed mainly on power management and
optimization algorithms, and then paper[58]
was extended towards the green building
designs and energy performance of green
buildings. Optimization methods, pros and
cons, future research, on-going work were

Optimal Fixed-Threshold Discharge Strategy
and a Fuzzy Discharge Controller was used to
control
WT/Diesel-Generator/BS
hybrid
system in Kathirvel’s [23] control system.
Important aspect of this research was to connect
the output power into 1KW Grid through three
phase breaker switching system and a bus by
monitoring the load voltage. Practical
implementation results were not available for
ENGINEER
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network based model for a hybrid energy
system was presented by Lin et al. [74].Lin
presented a fuzzy neural network (FNN) and a
neural network (NN) to compare the
simulations. NN model was similar to the one
presented by[73]. However, the proposed FNN
[74] is a general NN model with 3 layers and its
fuzzylogic system that has singleton fuzzifier,
product
inference,
and
center-average
defuzzifier. The difference between the two is
that [74] used an intelligent controller with
radial basis function network and improved
Elman neural network (ENN) for MPPT.

discussed in the review paper presented by
[57].WT/Solar-PV/BS hybrid system was
presented by Abdel-Salam et al. [63]. Newton –
Rapson method was used for the system sizing
of WT, solar PV and the BS units.
Wavelet based load sharing and fuzzy logic
based control algorithm was proposed by
Erdinc, et al.[64]. Dynamic modeling of fuel cell
control system, UC bank, fuzzy logic controller
inference system, reference power tracker for
the FC system were the key features of this
research and the system was mainly designed
for electric vehicles. PID controller with an
ultrasonic sensor feedback loop was introduced
by Delimustafic et al.[65]. A novel control
strategy was presented by Uzunogh et al. [66].
DC/DC converters were designed for each
Solar-PV, FC, and the UC banks. Main
controller was used for the switching purposes
and was operated by a decision algorithm.
Fuzzy logic control system was proposed by
Shia, et al. in [67] for the solar- PV and WT
system. Hierarchical fuzzy controller algorithm
was presented for controlling the loading and
unloading of wind generator. P&O algorithm
based fuzzy logic controller was presented by
Safani et al. [68] while power management
controller was introduced by Lalit et al.
[69].Hybrid system modeling and simulation
studies using LabView was presented by Aissa
et al. [70]. Voltage controller for the wind
turbine generator, MPPT system and a AC/DC
converter with DC/DC converter configuration
was presented by Nabil et al.[71] by using a PI
controller for the inverter. Yuehua et al. [72]
presented a MPPT system for the WG and for
the Solar-PV system which was optimised by
using P& O algorithm.

Haruni, AMO., et al. [18] published a paper on
Novel Operation and Control Strategy for a
Standalone Hybrid Renewable Power System.
The system designed was to operate under two
levels.
The top level controls the energy
management and then regulates the power
depending on the wind and load conditions.
The second level was the load regulation when
unfavourable wind and inadequate storage of
power there to meet the requirement while
avoiding system blackout. Proposed structure
given was clearly presented with details and
each
stage
had
its
own
controller.
Potamianakis, et al.[75] used an automatic
voltage regulator (AVR) to keep the constant
terminal voltage. Over excitation limiter (OEL)
was used to protect the field winding of
synchronous generator from unacceptable
steady-state field current. Load tap(LT)
changers have been used for bulk power
delivery transformers and mechanically
switched capacitors were used to keep the bus
voltage and the power factor at a desired level.
Unlike other PID, NN, Fuzzy Logic control
systems discussed above, the proposed system
in [75]which uses the switching systems,can be
identified as a cost effective and easy to
maintain control system. Onar, et al. [51] used a
main controller (similar to a main controller
concept as shown by Fig.3 later in this paper),
for their proposed Wind Turbine/SolarPV/PEMFC/UC hybrid power system. Overall
system configuration was given as a block
diagrams, in which the main controller was
used to control the output power of Solar-PV,
WT, FC and the UC bank. Depending on the
power demand of the microgrid in the
neighbourhood, main controller can decide
which source is reacting to meet the demand.
Toextract the maximum power output from
PEMFC, Solar-PV system and the wind
generator, the Genetic algorithm was used.
Setiawan, et al. [36] used a PID controller to
control a motor/pump which is pumping

Neural network control strategy was used in
LI-Jifang et al. [73] with the use of LevenbergMarquant algorithm. Multi-energy hybrid
power supply controller is connected to all sub
units of power sources including storage units,
rectifiers, converters (DC/DC) and inverters.
The neural network structure was constructed
with input layer(five inputs), hidden layer(nnumber of hidden layers) and with an output
layer (four outputs). Activation function used
for all four neurons is Sigmoid function and the
function used: f(x)= 1/(1+e-x). Learning rule
used for the system was the back propagation
algorithm until the desired outputs were
reached. Initial weight calculations were
performed by using the forward pass and
activation function. The same configuration
was applied to all three sources of WT, Solar PV
and the energy storage unit. Another neural
5
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water from a pre-treatment chamber to a
desalination plant as described in the research
paper.

or Solar-PV arrays. Runge-Kutta numerical
integration method was used for simulations.
Huang, etal.[79] published a research paper on
WT/Solar-PV hybrid system. Hu and et
al.[79]used the MPPT control method by using
the principle of variable step Perturbation
Algorithm. Simulink had used to verify the
system suitability. Hybrid systems use many
tracking methods to find the maximum power
point to operate: fixed voltage tracking method,
power feedback method, disturbance observer
method are some of them. The proposed
method employs the controlling total output
power of wind and Solar-PV to track the each
source’s maximum power.
Qi, Y.,et al. [80]also proposed a high efficient
mode optimal control method for the
Wind/Solar-PV/BS
system.
Generation
scheduling curve of the hybrid system and
minimum charge-discharge times of the battery
have been taken as objective functions. SOC of
the battery and the charge rate of the active
power have been taken as constraints. Overload
state of the battery was monitored by output
energy and by the current. The system was
validated by using Simulink. Three levels of
control procedures and working according to
the power regulation plan of each station was
noticeable in the design. Energy management
of Wind/Solar-PV/BS hybrid system with a
consideration of memory effect in battery was
presented by Mousavi, et al. [80]. Each
subsystem of wind generation, Solar-PV array
and the battery system was modeled using
Matlab. Then the system was controlled by a
charge controller by remembering the wind and
solar energy output given at any instant to the
charge controller. Linear short term prediction
method was employed within the controller
with wind and solar energy available at any
instant to gain cost optimization to the system.
It was recorded that PSO algorithm and the
fuzzy control method have led the battery
charge and discharge more reliable and cost
effective. But none of the experimental details
were available for reference at the time of
review.

Liang, W., and Littler, T., [77] published a
research article on modal extraction for wind
turbines using moving window subspace. The
method developed was for wind turbine model
identification using the Multivariable Output
Error State-Space (MOESP) identification
algorithm. It was further modified into a fast
moving window QR decomposition (QR
factorization: Q and R are matrices) and
propagator method from array signal
processing, yielding a moving window
subspace identification algorithm. Initially the
algorithm assumed the order of the system. For
the purpose of extracting modal information
the turbine was modelled as a Linear Parameter
Varying (LPV) system. The non-linear system
was approximated as a piecewise time invariant
system in consecutive data windows.
Numerical simulations show that the moving
window algorithm can track the model
information. The method identifies as low
computational
burden
compared
to
conventional batch subspace identification. It is
interesting to note that Liang’s [77] presentation
has not so far validated or tested by Block
Lanczos or by PowerDynamics. Supervisory
controller was introduced by Kalantar, et
al.[21] to capture maximum energy from
WT/Solar-PV hybrid system. It is an adaptive
feedback linearization controller that calculates
the reference powers for the battery regulator
controller, microturbine controller, and dump
load controller based on subtraction of load
power from sum of WT and PV array powers.
In order to compare the operation of the
adaptive controller, fuzzy and a PID controllers
were used. The simulation results for 50s (50
was selected for ease the calculation for fuzzy
controller) proved that Lyapunov adaptive
controller performed better than the Fuzzy and
PID. The standard of the research work, state of
the art applications are highly commendable
and overall, it was a very good research paper
in this context. Qi, W., et al.[78] introduced a
supervisory predictive control system for the
standalone Wind/Solar-PV hybrid system. It
was a supervisory model predictive control
(MPC) system for the optimal management and
operation of hybrid standalone system. The
method computes a power reference for the
wind and solar generators at each sampling
time while minimizing a suitable cost function.
The power references were then sent to two
controllers which drive wind turbine generator
ENGINEER
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Meenakshi, et al.[81] published a research
article on an intelligent controller for a
Standalone hybrid energy system. The system
comprised with a standalone wind driven selfexcited induction generator (SEIG), Solar-PV
array, DC/DC converter, battery bank, DC/AC
inverter, AC/DC rectifier to the induction
generator. Neuro-controller was used to track
the maximum power points of the wind and
solar arrays. Matlab/Simulink has been used to
6

wind turbine with a doubly fed induction
generator (DFIG), diesel generator, UC bank
and a Solar-PV array. Coordination control
algorithms were proposed to balance the power
flow between AC and DC grids and to maintain
both DC and AC voltages. Mathematical
models for the Battery storage system, PV
array, WG, Boost converter were given in the
work with control system block diagrams.

study the dynamic model. The neuro controller
was trained with 150 simulations data using
Back Propagation Algorithm. The Outputs of
the controller are the duty ratios of the chopper
and firing angle of the controlled rectifier.

Transformer

Research article presented by Wandhare, et
al.[53]introduced a control system to reduce the
effect of intermittent solar radiation and wind
velocity in hybrid Wind/Solar-PV system
without losing MPPT. Researchers proposed a
power conditioning unit to control the output
power from the WT/Solar-PV system to
eliminate the disturbances and supply constant
output when both wind and Solar-PV supplies
change randomly and unexpectedly. The
design incorporated a high energy capacity UC
bank to overcome this situation. The introduced
control system did not affect the MPPT system
associated with each source. The control
strategy used was an inner fast current loop
and an outer slow voltage correcting loop for
both the grid side voltage source inverter (VSI)
and for the UC converter. The researchers
elaborated that the proposed system minimized
the disturbances of the input current loops of
VSI control and it does not introduce any
harmonics in the system.
Important research article was published in
modeling and analysis of emulator for
distributed generation sources smart grid using
digital signal controller by Andrew, XRI., et al.
[86]. Scope of this research was to design a
dynamic modeling system to various
components of a standalone hybrid system and
present the simulation results. In addition they
proposed a centralised digital signal controller
(DSC) to introduce to the system when many
renewable sources are providing energy to the
grid. The TMS320F28335 digital Signal
Controller was used to program the system.

Load

AC/AC

BS

ACBUS

WT

DC/AC

PV

DC/AC

Delimustafic, et al.[82] introduced a control
system to monitor the water level of a storage
tank system. The tank water level control was
achieved by a PI and a PID controller. Effective
energy distribution and a reliable power supply
were achieved by using switched logic
architecture. Their research also included the
analysis of power converters using parameters
generated by simulations results. Use of a GUI
for data monitoring, control and supervision
within the SCADA system was a key feature in
this research. PowerSim software was used to
model and simulate the AC/DC converter and
the DC/AC converter.
Mtshali, et al.[83] published a paper on
Simulation and modelling of WT/Solar-PV/BS
hybrid standalone power system. Novel
controller was designed to supply load power
at least from one source.

MainControl
Centre

Figure 3 -Main control centre to control a
hybrid energy system.

Patsios, C., et al.[84] presented a paper on
control and analysis of hybrid renewable
energy-based power system. Proposed system
was a WG/Solar-PV/FC hybrid energy system
and the FC was there to supply power when
the WG and Solar-PV systems cannot meet the
demand. UC bank was included in order to
withstand rapid power fluctuations in the
system when the power demand and supply
changes very rapidly. The simplicity and the
neat presentation of the paper was very
commendable and the mathematical modeling
is very clear and explicit. Liu, X., et al.[85]
published a research paper on a hybrid AC/DC
Micro-Grid. The designed system included a

Gupta, SC., et al.[52] presented a research
article on optimal sizing of a Wind/Solar-PV
hybrid system. The paper presented a
computational model for optimal sizing of the
WT/Solar -PV hybrid systems. Loss of power
supply probability (LPSP) index, total life
cycle(TLC) cost have been used as indices for
evaluation of different topologies of the hybrid
system. Matlab energy balance calculation
method was used to verify and validate the
system.
7
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Kolhe, et al.[87] presented HES by using the
software package TELELAB. The system
comprised with a WT/Solar-PV array, and a
battery storage system. Remote monitoring and
a control system with necessary data interfaces
were proposed in this paper. Data recording
and monitoring was done through a data
logger. The proposed system can operate
remotely through internet connections and the
system behaviour can also be monitored from
remote locations. PLCs, data loggers, sensors
and cameras were part of the system for data
input and monitoring.
Jahdi et al.[88] presented a research article on
renewable hybrid Grid-Connection using
converter interfaces. The proposed research
explored the connection considerations of wind
Solar-PV hybrid systems to the grid. While
many researchers used Simulink, HOMER and
ETAB software packages were used by Jahdi et
al. [88] for the simulation studies. The research
also pointed out the practical problems they
faced when it was connected to the grid.
Distributed generation (DG) causes harmonics
into the system and reduce short circuit
impedances.
During power failures DG
systems function as independent power supply
units and hence, causes dangers to the
repairmen. Within the network with the current
traversing back and forth, can cause voltage
variations which can increase appreciably as
opposed to the case where normally current is
flown in one direction only from high to low.
Remedial actions were also discussed in the
research.

Hybrid centralised and distributed control
paradigm strangely uses two or more
centralised controllers to communicate the local
controllers of each source. However, out of
many control methods discussed so far, it is
understood that the best control method is to
use an intelligent, fast, economical centralised
and local controllers. Literature review noted
that though the wind energy systems are
rapidly expanding still not economical
compared to fossil fuel power supply systems.
The grand challenges are for fool proof smart
operation of the grid, use of low cost digital
smart metering not vulnerable to software
hackers, data protection of the consumers. In
general, it was noted that the control and power
management is easier when these RE systems
operate at individual basis as micro grids than
connecting to the main grid. The way forward
is to tackle the technological problems to
penetrate the RE power supply systems to the
grid and the research alone cannot overcome
these challenges/barriers unless governments
spearhead to subsidise wherever possible to
reach the renewable portfolio standards by 2030
and by 2050.

4.

Integration of large onshore and off shore wind
farms to the national grid have created several
technical challenges as discussed above. The
technical challenges faced today are, grid code,
smart grid power supply systems, pitch control,
generator side and the grid side control for
voltage stabilization, harmonics, frequency
control, reactive power control and safe
operation.
The literature shows that the majority of
commercially available wind turbine generators
are directly driven and directly connected to
the grid. The future trend is also towards the
direct drive grid connected wind turbine
generations. Though the cost of the power
electronic converters is getting cheaper, the
system reliability will increase by eliminating
the gear boxes and the power electronic
converters. Also the system efficiency will
increase because of the losses in the gear boxes
and the power electronic converters are
eliminated. Permanent magnet synchronous
generator(PMSG), field excited synchronous
generator
(FESG)
and
the
induction
generator(IG) are three candidates for such
applications. As permanent magnet excitation
eliminates the excitation losses, PMSG are

It has been observed that general strategy used
for controlling HE systems have been
categorised into centralized, distributed, and
hybrid control paradigms. Noticeably, in all
three cases, each energy source has its own
local controller except in a few research
publications, which decides the point of
operation depending on the environmental
conditions or according to the statistical data or
loss of load probability (LOLP). Functionality of
the centralised controller is to control each local
controller. This type of controller can fail
quickly (single point failure) as it has to get and
send lot of information at once from local
controllers for decision making. The distributed
control paradigm (method) seems to have
overcome the single–point failure, as the
controllers made to communicate each other
and come to a global compromised decision.
These systems use intelligent algorithms, fuzzy
logic, neural networks, optimization genetic
algorithms or their hybrid combinations.
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promising candidates for the electricity
generation. The direct drive, grid connected
induction generators and PMSG are intended
for fixed speed operations. When the PMSG
generator is connected to the grid, the speed is
determined by the grid frequency and is
constant. When the torque to the generator is
increased (sudden blow of wind), the generator
will produce electromagnetic force to resist an
increase the speed. Sudden blow of wind can
exert large stresses on the wind turbine’s drive
train. However, IG allows a small change of
speed with the change of torque transferring to
the generator and lower stresses and wear and
tear of the drive train. As the IG and the PMSG
machines have similar stators, the cost
difference is mainly due to the rotor. As the cost
of the magnetic materials is higher than that of
aluminium, induction generator is cheaper than
the PMSG for the same power rating. But,
PMSGs have higher efficiency compared to IGs.

performance comparison, controllers’ stability
are very specific areas that have to be
addressed in a in a different perspective than in
a review paper. This also includes the modeling
and simulation studies of distribution networks
analysis of smart grid, consumer connections,
grid control and load balances.

5. Conclusion
Stand- alone hybrid systems with minimum of
two energy resources are more suitable to
supply electricity in remote areas to off-grid
applications. This paper focussed mainly on the
control aspect of standalone hybrid systems. As
a result of the review, it was found that
WT/Solar PV/BS systems are very popular. For
stand-alone applications fuel cells combined
with wind turbines have the drawback of low
efficiency due to electricity-hydrogen-electricity
conversion process and the FCs are used only
as backup systems similar to BS systems. But,
WT/FC systems economically perform better
than the WT/BS systems. To achieve the best
combinations of components sizing, most
researchers used multi-objective evolutionary
algorithm (MOEA), Genetic Algorithm and the
Partical Swarm Optimization (PSO) techniques.
However,
considering
the
cost
and
computational time, researchers still prefer to
apply Fuzzy-PID controllers in many hybrid
control systems.

DFIG are popular as they can be directly
connected to the grid. However, DFIGs have
wound rotor IG where the stator directly
connected to the grid and the rotor via slip
rings is connected to the grid through a power
converter mostly with a 4 quadrant AC to AC
converters. Still, as the generator has to be
connected to the turbine with a gear box it is
always susceptible to the mechanical efficiency
loss. Therefore, PMIG is viable as it has high
efficiency compared to other types (No gear
box).It has an advantage over electrically
excited synchronous generator that does not
require extra DC source for rotor excitation.
But, as the size of the wind turbine increases the
size of the magnets also increases. Therefore,
the PMIG are much suitable for KW range wind
turbine generators and the DFIG are suitable
for MW range wind turbine generators and
large scale wind farms[157].Research areas
open in this context can be the application of
fuzzy controllers and neural networks for
system identifications. Fuzzy-PID controllers
perform accurately reducing the cost of the
hybrid systems as stand-alone units. Though
some researchers proposed the neural network
models, sliding mode control and Lyapunov
functions with the Kalman Filters. They are
very much suitable to apply in the aerospace
industry with observable, uncontrollable
systems. For hybrid energy systems, they are
still at the experimental stage and yet to be
assessed with the economic viability. Critical
analysis of control systems associated with the
wind turbine generators: DFIG, PMIG,
switched reluctance generators and their

6.

Future Trend and Grand
Challenges in Hybrid Energy
Research

The future trend is towards the construction of
independent power plants with the use of wind
turbines and hydrogen fuel cells. Within the
next 5 years the technology and the
commercialization in this area will be massive
and Germany has already started establishing
green energy power supply plants [102].
Commercialization has been restricted as
expensive platinum was needed to make the
catalyst, and Association of Fuel Cell
Manufacturers is now developing low-cost
ceramic minerals to overcome the problem.The
application of artificial intelligent systems and a
single controller to control the system than
modular control systems are the way forward
in this area.
Use of magnetic levitation concept in
automobile industry and construction of
magnetic super-fast highways to replace the
motorways can be within the reach during the
9
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next 40-60 years (author’s prediction).
Application of magnetic suspension, gearless
transmission and magnetic bearings for high
capacity offshore wind generators is also a
promising area for further research.
Future vision in this context has been
prognostic on DC distribution systems and to
develop more household appliances that run on
DC power and complete rewiring of houses to
accommodate DC power supply systems.
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